
SPEAKER DETAILS
A truly talented coach, motivator and communicator, Stan Alves O.A.M. is
dedicated to passing on his knowledge and experiences to others for them
to be successful in their chosen fields of sport, business and more
importantly, life.

276 game player and twice best and fairest for the Melbourne Demons;
Premiership player with North Melbourne, runner up for the prestigious
Brownlow Medal, St Kilda football club coach, state representative on
numerous occasions, media personality, entrepreneur and successful
businessman. Stan Alves is one of those rare individuals whose
multitalented ability, has taken him from the elite sporting arena, into that
of business management and back to sport.

Outside the football arena, Stan has extensive experience in the areas of
business management, development and marketing. This experience has
included Company Director of his own firm Verified Financial Planning Pty
Ltd. where he was responsible for overseeing the operation of up to 40
consultants. Now, as a master communicator, Stan has the ability to create
comparisons between sport and business and shares his coaching secrets
to help you lead your team to success.

Stan Alves OAM
Ex AFL Player & Coach

Based in: Melbourne 



 You will learn how to get the best out of each of your people and the team,
at the same time.

Stan will show you how to develop the talents of the individual whilst
guiding the team to the attainment of a common goal.

TESTIMONIAL

“Stan was professional and engaging whilst presenting at our Men’s Health
Event. Stan tailored his speech to be in line with our Men’s Health theme
and was able to share some personal stories which really touched the
audience, enabling individuals in the audience to reflect on their own lives
and relate to Stan’s experiences and advice.  100% of attendees agreed
that Stan was engaging and interesting to listen too. Stan was described as
a ‘terrific’ speaker.”

Matilda Schubert | Health Promotion - Primary Care Connect


